TESTIMONIAL
ALZHEIMERS DISEASE
Well, here we are standing in front of our most prized possession - The Incredible and
amazing Sunlight Sauna we purchased from you some 6 months ago. We love this totally
natural mechanism for detoxification and relish in the fact that each drop of polluted sweat
leaving our bodies brings us both one step closer to the true health we both deserve.
I cannot even begin to express my gratitude to both you and Mr. Jeffers as this is a very
crucial weapon in our arsenal to help Phylis safely & effectively rid her body and brain of the
remaining mercury load which drove her into early onset Alzheimer's disease at the early age
of 45 years. (She is 48 years old right now and as you can see, she looks all of 25!)
Thus far, we have completed about 60 sessions in the sauna. (We do one 30 - 35 minute
session every other day.) I have never felt better in my life. Each time we emerge from the
sauna after a session, the rejuvenating effect is entirely present and all encompassing! I'm
sure it is pulling the mercury load certainly and safely from my wife who was diagnosed with
early onset Alzheimer's one year ago - caused by her mercury amalgam fillings and poor
APOe Lipoprotein genotype status.
You folks will no doubt be mentioned in the book I am writing on this whole ordeal. It truly
appears we have stopped the progression of the Alzheimer's (The mercury's destructive
march through her body and brain) and the next 6 months will finally be the light at the end of
the tunnel if her MRI in December shows no further atrophy. If this is the case, it will mean the
MRI’s done over a 1 1/2 year period show no further atrophy of the brain since the initial MRI
in July of 2004.
Between the Sunlight Saunas infrared sauna therapy, D'Adamo blood type diet, and a good
exercise program, the possibilities for good health are pretty much without limit. I just got back
my blood work numbers from my Doctor this morning and my profile is way better than it was
back in 2001!!!
Bottom line David - If everyone knew what I know in my heart, there would be one of these in
every home in the World! We'll keep you updated on Phylis's progress as we continue the
fight to rid her of the mercury and halt the progression of the Alzheimer's.
God Bless you for this awesome cleansing vehicle.
Once again - All our very best! YOU GUYS ROCK!!!!
Mike & Phylis Burke
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